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Abstract
We prove the existence of a two-parameter symmetric Markov process associated with the
Bessel process in R+ of dimension d>2. This process is constructed as a one-parameter process
in the space C=C(R+;R+) which is viewed as the path space of the Bessel process. The method
consists in introducing a Dirichlet form on C and to prove the existence of an associated process.
Thanks to previous papers, analytic and probabilistic potential theories can be developed related
to this two-parameter process. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Bessel process; Two-parameter process; Markov process; Capacity; Potential theory;
Dirichlet form; In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0. Introduction
In a series of papers (Hirsch, 1993, 1995, 1996; Hirsch and Song, 1995a; b, 1996,
1999; Song, 1993a,b, 1994), we introduced and studied notions of symmetric multi-
parameter processes and we developed the analytic counterpart. Many examples were
given (see Hirsch and Song, 1999 for a brief survey). Extending some results of Hirsch
and Song (1999), we here intend to analyse the example of two-parameter Bessel pro-
cesses, which are symmetric two-parameter Markov processes admitting the Bessel
semi-group as transition semi-groups. One-parameter Bessel processes are by now very
important, in particular because of their applications in many elds. We think that
two-parameter Bessel processes might be an interesting model too and provide a good
approach to the theory of multiparameter Markov processes.
To begin with, we recall the denitions of symmetric multiparameter Markov pro-
cesses (Hirsch and Song, 1995a,b) in the case of two-parameter processes. Let E be
a metric space and denote by m a -nite Borel measure on E. We denote by R+ the
set of non-negative real numbers.
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Denition 1. An E-valued m-symmetric 2-parameter Markov process is an E-valued
2-parameter measurable process (Xs; t)(s; t)2R2+ dened on a measure space (
;A;P)
such that
 there exist P1 and P2, strongly continuous semi-groups of sub-Markovian symmetric
operators in L2(m),
 there exist F1 and F2, P-complete ltrations of (
;A;P),
satisfying the three following properties:
1. Adaptativity: 8(s; t)2R2+, Xs; t 2F1s \F2t .
2. Stationarity: 8(s; t)2R2+, the law P  X−1s; t of Xs; t under P is m.
3. Markov property: 8f2L2(m), 8(a; b; u)2R3+,
E[f(Xa+b;u) jF1a] = P1bf(Xa;u) (M1)
E[f(Xu;a+b) jF2a] = P2bf(Xu;a) (M2)
where E denotes the expectation with respect to P.
For remarks and comments about this denition, we refer to Hirsch and Song
(1999). Clearly, the process (X;
;A;P) uniquely determines the measure m and the
semi-groups P1 and P2, which are called the transition semi-groups of the process X .
We introduced in Hirsch and Song (1995b, 1996) the stronger notion of a complete
symmetric multiparameter Markov process (this notion is actually strictly stronger, as
shown by the example at the beginning of Section 2). To express it, we denote by
D(R+; E) the metric space of cad-lag paths in E equipped with the Skorohod topology.
Denition 2. Let (Xs; t) be a process fullling the conditions of Denition 1. Then this
process is said to be complete if furthermore
1. 8s (resp. t), Xs;  (resp. X; t) belongs to D(R+; E).We denote by 1 (resp. 2) the
law of X0; (resp. X;0) in D(R+; E). It then is clear, in view of the stationarity and
the Markov property in Denition 1, that 8s (resp. t) the law of Xs;  (resp. X; t)
under P is 1 (resp. 2).
2. There exists P^1 (resp. P^2) a strongly continuous semi-group of sub-Markovian sym-
metric operators in L2(1) (resp. L2(2)) such that, 8F 2L2(1) (resp. L2(2)),
8(a; b)2R2+,
E[F(Xa+b;) jF1a] = P^1bF(Xa;); (C1)
(resp: E[F(X; a+b jF2a] = P^2bF(X; a) (C2)):
In the problem of nding probabilistic interpretations of capacities, the transition
semigroups are given and the question is the existence of an associated multiparameter
Markov process. In many examples (see for instance Hirsch, 1993, 1995; Hirsch and
Song, 1995a,b), such a process may be obtained from classical processes by some
transformations. In the case that we shall treat of Bessel semi-groups, we are not able to
obtain such a description of the process and the existence will be proved by the general
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theory of Dirichlet forms (Ma and Rockner, 1992) and the method of Song (1994). The
main idea lies in introducing a Dirichlet form on the space C of continuous functions
from R+ into R+ viewed as the space of the sample paths of the one-parameter Bessel
process, and to dene an associated stationary (one-parameter) Markov process. We
thus introduce an innite-dimensional space equipped with a Dirichlet form (we shall
call this couple the Bessel space) which is quite dierent from those introduced before,
in particular from the Wiener space: There is no chaos decomposition, there is no
representation as direct sum of independent Dirichlet forms, etc. Nevertheless, many
properties of the stochastic calculus of variations are valid: Locality of the generator,
integration by parts formula, Clark’s formula, ... (see in particular Sections 2.2 and
2.3). And thus, a true stochastic analysis can be developed on the Bessel space.
In the rst section, we give some properties of Bessel semi-groups. In particular,
we characterize the domains of the Dirichlet form and of the innitesimal generator of
such a semi-group.
Then, in the second section, we show the existence of a complete symmetric two-
parameter Markov process whose transition semi-groups are equal to a Bessel semi-
group. This section is the main part of our paper. As it was explained just above,
we construct a process Z in the space C from a Dirichlet form V on C. We then
dene the two-parameter process X as Xs; t = Zt(s). Properties (M2) and (C2) are then
consequences of the construction. However, the construction being non-symmetric, it
is dicult to prove property (M1) and especially property (C1). Actually, we obtain
that the Dirichlet form on C associated with the \horizontal" process (Xs; )s>0 is an
extension of the form V.
In the last section, we prove that the analytic hypotheses assumed in Hirsch and
Song (1995a) to develop the related capacity theory are fullled and we therefrom
draw some consequences. We prove in particular that P(9(s; t)2R2+; Xs; t = 0) is =0
if and only if the dimension d of the Bessel semi-group is >4.
1. Bessel semi-groups
We henceforth assume that d is a xed real number satisfying the condition d>2.
The Bessel process (of dimension d) is the solution of the SDE
Y xt = x + Bt +
d− 1
2
Z t
0
(Y xt )
−1 d;
where x> 0 and B is a linear Brownian motion started from 0. We then have a diusion
on ]0;+1[ (cf. Revuz and Yor, 1991). The process (Y xt ) may also be dened as the
square root of the unique strong solution of the equation
Zt = x2 + 2
Z t
0
p
Zs dBs + t d
and therefore, it is also dened for x=0. The process (Y xt ; t>0; x>0) is a continuous
Feller process on E = R+ and, in view of the condition d>2, if x> 0, almost surely
Y xt > 0 for any t>0.
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We denote by m the measure with density 2xd−1 with respect to the Lebesgue
measure dx on E. This measure is (up to a factor) the speed measure of the process
Y (cf. Revuz and Yor, 1991). Then the transition semi-group of process Y has the
following density with respect to the measure m (cf. Ikeda and Watanabe, 1989; Revuz
and Yor, 1991):
pt(x; y) = (2t)−d=2exp

−x
2 + y2
2t

I^
xy
t

with
I^(z) =
1X
k=0
 z
2
2k 1
k! (k + d=2)
; t > 0:
(One has I^(z) = (z=2)−I(z) with = d=2− 1 and I the modied Bessel function of
index .)
It follows from probabilistic arguments or by an easy computation that, for any
x>0,
R
pt(x; y) m(dy)=1. We therefore dene, for t > 0, a symmetric sub-Markovian
(actually Markovian) operator in L2(m) by
Ptf(x) =
Z
pt(x; y) f(y) m(dy)
and we set P0f = f.
Proposition 3. (Pt)t>0 is a strongly continuous semi-group of symmetric sub-
Markovian operators in L2(m).
We shall call it the Bessel semi-group (of dimension d).
Proof. In view of what precedes and of the Markov property of process Y , (Pt)t>0 is
a semi-group of symmetric sub-Markovian operators in L2(m). The continuity follows
from general arguments. For example, let f2Cc(E) (the space of continuous functions
on E with compact support). By the Feller property, limt!0 Ptf = f uniformly on E.
But k Ptf k 6 k f k (where k k denotes the norm in L2(m)). Therefore, for any
f2Cc(E), limt!0 Ptf = f weakly in L2(m), and this is enough to entail the strong
continuity of the semi-group.
Proposition 4 (c-semi-group property, Song, 1994). Let; for x>0;
c(x) =
"Z 1
0
t sinh(xt) (1− t2)(d−3)=2 dt
# "Z 1
0
cosh(xt)(1− t2)(d−3)=2 dt
#−1
:
Then c2C1(E); 8x>0 c(x)2 [0; 1[; and; for any f2C1c (E); for any t > 0
and x>0;
(Ptf)0(x) = Pt

f0() c
x
t

(x):
Proof. We rst prove
8x>0; 8y>0; @
@x
(pt(x; y) yd−1) =− @@y
 
I^ 0
I^
xy
t

pt(x; y)yd−1
!
:
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Actually, a direct computation shows that this is equivalent to
8x>0; xI^ 00(x) + (d− 1)I^ 0(x)− xI^(x) = 0
which is satised by identication of the coecients of the series.
Now, by integration by parts, we obtain
8f2C1c (E); 8t > 0; 8x>0; (Ptf)0(x) = Pt

f0() c
x
t

(x)
with c(x) = I^ 0(x)=I^(x). But (cf. for example, Lebedev, 1965), the following integral
representation holds:
I^(x) =
2p
 ((d− 1)=2)
Z 1
0
cosh(xt)(1− t2)(d−3)=2 dt
and the proof is complete.
We now give a probabilistic interpretation of function c, which plays a central role
in what follows. As at the beginning of the section, Y denotes the Bessel process.
Proposition 5. For any x> 0; y> 0; t > 0;
c
xy
t

= E

exp

− d− 1
2
Z t
0
Y−2 d
 Y0 = x and Yt = y

:
Proof. By using the results of Kunita (1984) and the fact that, for x> 0, Y x does not
hit f0g, we obtain the following expression of the stochastic ow:
8t>0; @Y
x
t
@x
= exp

−d− 1
2
Z t
0
(Y x )
−2 d

:
Therefore, if f2C1c (E),
d
dx
[Ptf(x)] =
d
dx
E[f(Y xt )] = E

f0(Y xt ) exp

−d− 1
2
Z t
0
(Y x )
−2 d

:
Let us denote
ct(x; y) = E

exp

−d− 1
2
Z t
0
(Y)−2 d
 Y0 = x and Yt = y

:
Then ct has a continuous version on (]0;+1[)2 (see, Revuz and Yor, 1991, XI-3)
and, for any x> 0, we have
@
@y
[pt(x; y) ct(x; y)yd−1] =
@
@y
h
pt(x; y) c
xy
t

yd−1
i
in the sense of distributions on ]0;+1[. Consequently, for any x> 0, there exists A(x)
such that
8y> 0; pt(x; y)
h
ct(x; y)− c
xy
t
i
yd−1 = A(x):
Letting y tend to 0, we obtain A(x)=0 and therefore, for any x; y> 0, c(xy=t)=ct(x; y).
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Remark. 1. Let t > 0, x> 0, y> 0 be xed and set, for >0,
() = E

exp

−
2
Z t
0
(Y)−2 d

jY0 = x and Yt = y

:
The previous propositions yield (d− 1), namely
(d− 1) = c
xy
t

=
I^ 0
I^
xy
t

=
I+1
I
xy
t

where the last equality comes from a simple computation on the representations by
series. This is coherent with the general expression: ()=I=I(xy=t), with =
p
+ 2,
given in Yor (1980). This formula is a particular case of computations of functionals
of Bessel bridges, which have been extensively studied after Yor (1980).
2. Proposition 5 would allow us to prove the c-semi-group property with 8x> 0;
c(x)2 ]0; 1[, and c continuous. But the probabilistic representation does not yield
directly more regularity of c. In the sequel, we need to know that c is at least locally
Lipschitz continuous on ]0;+1[ (see Song, 1994).
We shall now make precise the Dirichlet form and the innitesimal generator
associated with the Bessel semi-group (Pt).
Proposition 6. Let (; D()) be the Dirichlet form associated with (Pt). Then
D() = ff2L2(m);f0 2L2(m)g and (f; g) = 1
2
Z
f0(x)g0(x)m(dx);
where f0; g0 denote the derivatives in the sense of distributions on ]0;+1[.
This form is regular on ]0;+1[ (more precisely; the space C1c (]0;+1[) is dense
in D() equipped with the norm
1(f) = [ k f k2L2(m) + k f0 k2L2(m) ]1=2):
Proof. 1. Let
D( ~) = ff2L2(m);f0 2L2(m)g and ~(f; g) = 1
2
Z
f0(x)g0(x)m(dx):
Then ~ is a Dirichlet form on ]0;+1[ equipped with the measure m. Suppose
f2D( ~) \ L1(m). Let n be dened on ]0;+1[ by
n(x) = min
"
2n

x − 1
2n
+
; 1; (n+ 1− x)+
#
and let fn = nf. Then (fn) tends to f in L2(m) and
k f0n kL2(m) 6 k f kL2(m) + k f0 kL2(m) +Cn(2−d)=2 k f kL1(m);
where C is a constant (depending on d). As a consequence, (fn) tends weakly to f in
the Hilbert space D( ~) equipped with the norm ~1(f) = [ k f k2L2(m) + k f0 k2L2(m) ]1=2.
(Actually, the convergence is strong if d> 2.) As D( ~) \ L1(m) is dense in this
space (by the theory of Dirichlet forms), the space of functions in D( ~)\ L1(m) with
compact support in ]0;+1[ is also dense in D( ~). As a consequence, we obtain by
regularization that C1c (]0;+1[) is dense in D( ~) equipped with the norm ~1.
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2. It is an easy consequence of classical properties of diusions that, if f2C2c
(]0;+1[),
lim
t!0
Ptf − f
t
=
1
2

f00 +
d− 1
x
f0

uniformly on ]0;+1[. It results therefrom that C2c (]0;+1[)D() and, for every
f2C2c (]0;+1[),
(f) =−
Z +1
0
(f00(x) +
d− 1
x
f0(x))f(x)xd−1 dx
=−
Z +1
0
(xd−1f0)0(x)f(x) dx = ~(f);
where (f) (resp. ~(f)) is set to be (f;f) (resp. ~(f;f)). By the rst part of the
proof, C2c (]0;+1[) also is dense in D( ~). Consequently,  is an extension of ~.
3. Suppose nally that 2C1c (E). Then, by Proposition 4, j(Pt)0j6Pt(j0j) if
t > 0 and therefore, for any t > 0; Pt2D( ~). By the theory of Dirichlet forms, the
set fPt; t > 0 and 2C1c (E)g is dense in D() and therefore D()D( ~), which
achieves the proof.
We denote by (A;D(A)) the innitesimal generator of the semi-group (Pt). We equip
D(A) with the Hilbert norm k f kD(A) = k f − Af kL2(m) which is equivalent to the
graph norm. Thus, (I − A) is a isometry from D(A) onto L2(m).
Proposition 7. 1: The space ff2C2c (E);f0(0) = 0g is dense in D(A).
2: The space C2c (]0;+1[) is dense in D(A) if and only if d>4.
Proof. 1. Let S = ff2C2c (E);f0(0) = 0g. It is clear (by the diusion property) that
S D(A) and, for every f2 S,
Af(x) =
1
2

f00(x) +
d− 1
x
f0(x)

:
Let g2L2(m) and let f2 S. Then
(g; f − Af)L2(m) =
Z +1
0
g(x)(2xd−1f(x)− (xd−1f0)0(x)) dx:
2. Suppose rst that g2L2(m) and, for any f2C2c (]0;+1[); (g; f − Af)L2(m) = 0.
Then, 2xd−1g − (xd−1g0)0 = 0 in the sense of distributions on ]0;+1[. This implies
that g2C2(]0;+1[) and
xg00 + (d− 1)g0 − 2xg= 0 on ]0;+1[:
This equation admits I^(
p
2 x) as a solution and therefore, the general solution has
the following form:
g(x) = I^(
p
2x)

C + D
Z +1
x
u1−d(I^(
p
2u))−2 du

:
By considering the behavior at innity and at zero, we obtain that such a function
g belongs to L2(m) if and only if C =0 and (D=0 or d< 4). This shows the second
part of the statement.
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3. Suppose now that g2L2(m) and, for any f2 S; (g; f − Af)L2(m) = 0. By what
precedes, if g 6= 0, then 26d< 4 and there exists D 6= 0 such that
g(x) = DI^(
p
2x)
Z +1
x
u1−d(I^(
p
2u))−2 du:
By integration by parts, we get
8f2 S lim
t!0
xd−1[g0(x)f(x)− f0(x)g(x)] = 0:
Now, if 2<d, then g(x)  x2−d and g0(x)  (2− d)x1−d ( 6= 0) when x tends to
0; if d= 2, then g(x)   log x and g0(x)  x−1 ( 6= 0) when x tends to 0. In both
cases, we get a contradiction, which proves the rst part of the statement.
Finally, we characterize the generator A.
Proposition 8. We have
D(A) =

f2L2(m);f0 2L2(m) and f00 + d− 1
x
f0 2L2(m)

(the derivatives being in the sense of distributions on ]0;+1[) and
Af =
1
2

f00 +
d− 1
x
f0

:
Proof. 1. Let  = ff2L2(m);f0 2L2(m) and f00 + ((d − 1)=x)f0 2L2(m)g.
In particular, D() and, for every f2 and for every g2C2c (]0;+1[),
(f; g) =
Z +1
0
f0(x)g0(x)xd−1 dx =−
Z +1
0
(f0xd−1)0g dx
=−
Z
1
2

f00 +
d− 1
x
f0

gm(dx):
By the regularity of the form  (Proposition 6), this extends to g2D() and therefore
D(A) and 8f2; Af = 1
2

f00 +
d− 1
x
f0

:
2. Let f2D(A). By the previous proposition, there exists a sequence (fn) in S =
ff2C2c (E);f0(0)= 0g which converges to f in D(A). We have S  and, as Afn=
1
2(f
00
n + ((d− 1)=x)f0n), then f and f00 + ((d− 1)=x)f0 belong to L2(m). Moreover,
(fn; Afn)L2(m) =−(fn) =− 12 k f0n k2L2(m)
tends to (f; Af)L2(m) as n tends to innity. Therefore, the sequence (f0n) is bounded
in L2(m), which entails that f0 2L2(m) and nally f2.
2. Bessel two-parameter processes
In this section, the notation of the previous section is in force (and d is still assumed
to be a xed real number satisfying d>2). In particular, E = R+; m = 2xd−1 dx and
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P = (Pt)t>0 is the Bessel semi-group, viewed as a strongly continuous semi-group of
operators in L2(m). We consider the problem of the existence of an E-valued m-
symmetric two-parameter Markov process whose both transition semi-groups are equal
to P.
Suppose rst that d is an integer. Then, let B1 and B2 be two independent Brownian
motions in Rd starting from 0 and let  be an Rd-valued random variable, independent
of B1 and B2, of which the law is 2(sd)−1d (where d is the Lebesgue measure in
Rd and sd denotes the surface of the unit sphere in Rd). We set
Rs; t = j+ B1s + B2t j;
where j j denotes the euclidean norm in Rd. Then R is an E-valued m-symmetric
two-parameter Markov process of which the transition semi-groups are equal to P:
This stems easily from the relationship between the Bessel semi-group and the Gauss
semi-group, and from the fact that the process ( + B1s + B
2
t )(s; t)2R2+ is an R
d-valued,
(2(sd)−1d)-symmetric two-parameter Markov process (cf. for instance Hirsch, 1995).
Nevertheless, process R is not complete. The idea to prove this is to show that the
derivative at 0 of the bracket hR1;; R2;it is not a measurable function with respect to
R;0 (for details, see Hirsch and Song, 1999). This shows in particular that the notion
of complete two-parameter symmetric Markov process is stronger than that of merely
two-parameter symmetric Markov process.
In what follows, we shall show that for any real d>2, there exists a complete
process (Xs; t) of which the transition semi-groups are equal to the Bessel semi-group.
Such a process will be called a Bessel two-parameter process. The idea is to consider
the one-parameter process Z = (X; t)t>0. According to the conditions in Denition 2,
Z must be a Markov process, symmetric with respect to the measure Pm (the law
of the Bessel process Y starting with the initial measure m) and living in the space
C = C(R+; E), where C(R+; E) is the space of continuous functions from R+ into
E equipped with the metric of the uniform convergence on compact sets of R+. We
shall still denote by (Ys)s>0 the coordinate process on C. The point is that Z is
associated with a Dirichlet form on (C;Pm) and we can easily imagine, from the
properties (M2) and (C2), the form of the corresponding carre du champ operator
(see the following subsection). Therefrom, our problem ts into the classical setting
of building a one-parameter Markov process associated with a Dirichlet form. Let us
however emphasize that the diculty after that consists in verifying properties (M1)
and (C1).
2.1. Heuristical study
We shall hereafter use freely the general theory of Dirichlet forms. We adopt the ter-
minology of Bouleau and Hirsch (1991) to which we refer for general results. Symbols
C and Pm have the meaning given above.
Assume that a process Z in C exists, such that the process X dened by Xs; t=Ys(Zt)
is a Bessel two-parameter process. Then Z is symmetric with respect to the measure
Pm. We assume that the associated Dirichlet form (V; D(V)) on L2(Pm) is local and
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admits a carre du champ operator  . We also assume that the coordinates Ys belong
locally to the domain of the form. We then have, for 06s16s2,
dhXs1 ;; Xs2 ;it =  (Ys1 ; Ys2 )(X; t) dt:
Suppose in addition that, at each t 2R+, the function t !  (Ys1 ; Ys2 )(X; t) is almost
surely continuous. Let u; v2C2c (]0;+1[). Then, by Ito^’s formula,
lim
t!0+
1
h
E[[u(Xs1 ; t+h)− u(Xs1 ; t)][v(Xs2 ; t+h)− v(Xs2 ; t)]]
= E[u0(Xs1 ; t)v0(Xs2 ; t) (Ys1 ; Ys2 )(X; t)]:
But, by the Markov property, the above quantity is equal to
lim
t!0+
1
h
E[fPh(uPs2−s1v)− uPh+s2−s1v− (Phu)(Ps2−s1v) + uPs2−s1vg(Xs1 ; t)]
=E[u0(Xs1 ; t)(Ps2−s1v)0(Xs1 ; t)]:
Now, by the proof of Proposition 5,
(Ps2−s1v)
0(Xs1 ; t) = EXs1 ; t

v0(Xs2−s1 t)exp

−d− 1
2
Z s2−s1
0
(X; t)−2 d

= E

v0(Xs2 ; t)exp

−d− 1
2
Z s2
s1
(X; t)−2 d
F1s1

;
where Ex denotes the conditional expectation E[ jX0; t = x].
We nally obtain
E[u0(Xs1 ; t)v0(Xs2 ; t) (Ys1 ; Ys2 )(X; t)]
=E

u0(Xs1 ; t)v
0(Xs2 ; t)exp

−d− 1
2
Z s2
s1
(X; t)−2 d

:
Hence, a reasonable candidate for  (Ys1 ; Ys2 ) is
 (Ys1 ; Ys2 )(!) = exp

−d− 1
2
Z s2
s1
(!())−2 d

:
As we look for a local Dirichlet form, the above expression allows us to dene the
form V on the regular functions of nitely many coordinates by Bouleau and Hirsch
(1991, Theorem 6:1:2 in Chapter I). This is what is done in the following subsection.
2.2. Dirichlet form V
We denote by D the set of functions of the form u(Ys1 ; : : : ; Ysk ) with u2C1c (Ek) and
s1; : : : ; sk 2R+. If U = u(Ys1 ; : : : ; Ysk ) belongs to D and if s2R+, we denote by @sU
the function @ju(Ys1 ; : : : ; Ysk ) if s = sj and 0 otherwise (where @ju is the derivative of
u with respect to the jth coordinate). We set, for s; t 2R+ and !2C,
s; t(!) = exp

−d− 1
2

Z t
s
[!()]−2 d


:
Denote, for !2C, by H (!) the vector space spanned by functions
t(!) : s2R+ ! s; t(!)1[0; t](s):
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We equip H (!) with the scalar product
(;  )! = (0) (0) + (d− 1)
Z 1
0
[!()]−2() () d:
Actually, it is a true scalar product if ! has no zero in R+ and, consequently, Pm-almost
everywhere. We denote by C the set f!2C; 8t 2R+!(t) 6= 0g.
Lemma 9. For every t1; t2 2R+; for every !2C;
(t1 (!); t2 (!))! = t1 ; t2 (!):
Proof. Straightforward.
Corollary 10. For any family (ti)16i6n in R+ and for any !2C; the matrix
(ti ;tj (!))16i; j6n is non-negative denite.
We then dene a non-negative symmetric bilinear form V with domain D by
8U; V 2D V(U; V ) = 1
2
Em
0
@ X
(s; t)2R2+
(@sU )(@tV )s; t
1
A ;
where Em denotes the expectation with respect to Pm.
We shall now prove that this form is closable in L2(Pm). For this, we need some
lemmas.
Lemma 11. For any U 2D;
d
dx
Em[U jYs = x] = Em
2
4X
t2R+
(@tU )t; s jYs = x
3
5 :
Proof. By the Markov property and the symmetry of process Y , we see that it is
enough to prove the result when U = u1(Ys1 )    ur(Ysr ), with s6s1<   <sr and
uj 2C1c (E) for 16j6r. We shall prove it by induction on r.
Suppose rst that U=u(Yt) with u2C1c (E) and s6t. Then Em[U jYs=x]=(Pt−su)(x),
and by the proof of Proposition 5,
d
dx
Em[U jYs = x] = Em[u0(Yt−s)0; t−s jY0 = x] = Em[u0(Yt)s; t jYs = x];
where the last equality comes from the Markov property of Y .
Suppose now that the property holds for r>1 and let
U = u1(Ys1 )    ur(Ysr )ur+1(Ysr+1) = Vur+1(Ysr+1):
We have
Em[U jYs = x] = Em[V (Psr+1−sr ur+1)(Ysr ) jYs = x]:
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Then, by the induction hypothesis,
d
dx
Em[U jYs = x]
=Em
2
4 rX
j=1
(@sjV )(Psr+1−sr ur+1)(Ysr )s; sj + V (Psr+1−sr ur+1)
0(Ysr )s; sr jYs = x
3
5 :
Now, by the Markov property (and again the proof of Proposition 5), we obtain
d
dx
Em[U jYs = x]
=Em
2
4 rX
j=1
(@sjV )ur+1(Ysr+1)s; sj + Vu
0
r+1(Ysr+1)sr ; sr+1s; sr jYs = x
3
5
=Em
2
4X
t2R+
(@tU )t; s jYs = x
3
5 :
The following lemma yields an integration by parts formula.
Lemma 12. Let V 2D and U =u(Ys1 ; : : : ; Ysr ) with u2C2c (Er). Denote by b the func-
tion dened on ]0;+1[ by b(x) = ((d− 1)=2)(1=x). Then
V(U; V ) =−Em
"
V
 
1
2
X
s; t
(@t@sU )s; t +
X
s
b(Ys)@sU
!#
:
Proof. One has
Em
"
V
 
1
2
X
s; t
(@t@sU )s; t
!#
= Em
"
1
2
X
s
 X
t
@t(V@sU )s; t
!#
−V(U; V ):
By Lemma 11,
Em
"
1
2
X
s
 X
t
@t(V@sU )s; t
!#
=
1
2
Em
"X
s

d
dx
Em[V@sU jYs = x]

(Ys)
#
=
1
2
X
s
Z
d
dx
Em[V@sU jYs = x]m(dx)
=−
X
s
Z
Em[V@sU jYs = x] b(x)m(dx)
=− Em
"X
s
V@sUb(Ys)
#
:
The third equality above is obtained by integration by parts which is justied by the
fact that the function x ! Em[V@sU jYs = x] belongs to C1c (E).
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We denote by D0 the space of functions U = u(Ys1 ; : : : ; Ysr ) with u2C2c (Er) such
that
1
2
X
s; t
(@t@sU )s; t +
X
s
b(Ys)@sU 2L2(Pm):
As b2L2loc(m) if and only if d> 2, when d> 2 the above condition is automat-
ically satised. If d = 2; D0 contains functions of the type u1(Ys1 )    ur(Ysr ) with
uj 2C2c (]0;+1[) for 16j6r. By the regularity of the form  (Proposition 6), we see
that in any case D0 is dense in D equipped with the norm"
Em
 
U 2 + 12
X
s; t
@sU @tUs; t
!#1=2
:
By standard arguments, we then obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 13. The form (V;D) is closable in L2(Pm) and its closure is a local
Dirichlet form (still denoted by V) admitting a carre du champ operator  . We
have
8(U; V )2DD  (U; V ) =
X
s; t
@sU @tVs; t :
Moreover; the generator of V denoted by L has a domain which contains D0 and
8U 2D0; LU = 12
X
s; t
(@t@sU )s; t +
X
s
b(Ys)@sU:
In what follows, we shall denote by D(V) the domain of V and we shall write
V(U ) (resp.  (U )) instead of V(U;U ) (resp.  (U;U )). The space D(V) is always
assumed to be endowed with the Hilbert norm k U kD(V) =[Em(U 2) +V(U )]1=2. We
remark that U =u(Ys) belongs to D(V) if and only if u2D() and then V(U )= (u).
2.3. Bessel space
We shall give in this subsection some ideas on the possibility to develop a stochastic
analysis in the space C equipped with the Dirichlet form V, which we shall call the
Bessel space.
Let us rst introduce a notion of gradient. We need for this a notion of tangent space
similar to the Cameron Martin space in the Wiener space. But here, the tangent space at
each !2C will depend on !; in other words, our space C is not a at space from the
point of view of innite-dimensional analysis. We dene the tangent space at !2C
as a completion, denoted by H (!), of the space H (!) dened at the beginning of
Section 2.2. Of course, H (!) can be taken as a closed subspace of RL2(!−2() d).
If 2H (!), we also denote by  its second component (2L2(!−2() d)) and by
(0) its rst component (2R). The scalar product in H (!) is then still given by
(;  )! = (0) (0) + (d− 1)
Z 1
0
[!()]−2() () d:
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For all !2C; H (!) is separable (namely, the family (s(!))s2D, where D is the
set of dyadic numbers in R+, is total). We then dene, for U 2D, the gradient 3U
by
!2C ! 3U (!) =
X
s
(@sU )(!)s(!)2H (!):
We have
(3U (!);3U (!))! =
 X
s; t
@sU @tUs; t
!
(!) =  (U )(!)
and therefore 12
R
(3U (!);3U (!))!Pm(d!) =V(U ). Consequently, 3 can be ex-
tended continuously and linearly to D(V) in such a way that, if U 2D(V), for
Pm-almost every !; 3U (!)2H (!) and  (U )(!) = (3U (!);3U (!))!. Moreover,
3 possesses all properties of a derivative.
Therefrom, it is possible to go farther into the stochastic analysis in the Bessel space.
Let F be the natural ltration of process Y . Denote by  the process
s = Ys − Y0 − d− 12
Z s
0
Y−1 d:
Then  is, under Pm, an F-Brownian motion. One can see that s is locally in D(V)
and 3s=1]0; s]. (Note that this is the same expression as that of the Malliavin derivative
of the sth coordinate in the Wiener space.) It is then possible to extend some classical
formulas from the Wiener space, for example Clark’s formula is still valid in Bessel
space in the following form:
8U 2D(V); U = Em[U jF0] +
Z 1
0
Em[3U (t) jFt] dt:
Remark. In Bouleau and Hirsch (1991, Exercise 5.9 in Chapter V), a general procedure
to build a gradient operator in an abstract setting is given. But the above gradient is
more concrete and explicit, and more natural because it is specially adapted to our
framework.
2.4. Process Z
We shall prove the existence of a continuous process Z in C associated with the
Dirichlet form V. For that, we shall use a generalization of the method introduced in
Schmuland (1990), following closely (Song, 1994).
We denote by D the set of dyadic numbers in R+, and by DD the set of functions
U = u(Ys1 ; : : : ; Ysr ) with u2C1c (Er) and s1; : : : ; sr 2D. We remark that DD is dense
in D(V). In fact, if u2C1c (Er), the set fu(Ys1 ; : : : ; Ysr ); s1; : : : ; sr 2R+g is bounded
in D(V). This entails the density by standard arguments. We consider the metric
compact space F=[0;+1]D and the continuous injection  from C into F dened by
(!)=(!(s))s2D. The set (C) is a Borel set (actually an F; set) in F . We denote
by P^ the image measure of Pm by . Of course, P^ is a -nite Borel measure on F
carried by (C). It is clear that f2L2(P^)! f2L2(Pm) is an isometry from L2(P^)
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onto L2(Pm). We can then dene the form V^ by D(V^) = ff2L2(P^);f 2D(V)g
and, if f2D(V^); V^(f) =V(f  ).
Proposition 14. The form V^ is a local Dirichlet form on (F; P^); which is quasi-regular
in the sense of Ma and Rockner (1992, Denition IV.3.1). Moreover V^ admits a carre
du champ operator denoted by  ^.
Proof. Let us only prove the quasi-regularity. As F is compact, we simply have to
verify properties (ii) and (iii) of Denition IV.3.1 in Ma and Rockner (1992). As
DD is dense in D(V), the set of functions u(!(s1); : : : ; !(sr)) with u2C1c (Er) and
s1; : : : ; sr 2D is dense in D(V^) and consists of continuous functions on F (we remark
indeed that if u2C1c (Er), we may consider u as a continuous function on [0;+1]r by
extending u by 0 if one coordinate is +1). This proves property (ii). For property
(iii), we remark that fe−!(s); s2Dg (where e−1=0) is a countable family in D(V^),
consisting of continuous functions on F and which separates F .
Corollary 15 (Ma and Rockner, 1992, Theorem IV.3.5 and Theorem V.1.5). There
exists a P^-symmetric continuous Markov process Z associated with the Dirichlet
form V^.
In what follows, we consider C as a subset of F (by identifying C and (C)). The
problem is now to prove that, almost surely, 8t>0 Zt 2C and t ! Zt is continuous
from R+ into C (equipped with the metric of the uniform convergence on compact
sets in R+). We need the following lemmas.
Lemma 16. Let  be the function on F dened by (!) = !(0). Let; for n>1;
n = infft>0; (Zt) 6 2 [1=n; n]g. Then; almost surely; limn!1 n =+1.
Proof. Let, for n>1; gn 2C2c (]0;+1[) such that gn(x) = x if x2 [1=n; n]. Then gn()
belongs to the domain of the generator L^ of V^ and L^(gn()) = (12g
00
n + bg
0
n)(). We
also have  ^(gn()) = (g0n())
2. Denote by X 0 the process (Z). With respect to the
natural ltration of Z; gn(X 0) is then a semi-martingale,
hgn(X 0); gn(X 0)it =
Z t
0
(g0n(X
0
s ))
2 ds
and gn(X 0t )−
R t
0 (
1
2g
00
n +bg
0
n)(X
0
s ) ds is a martingale. Consequently, X
0 satises on [0; n[
the stochastic dierential equation
dX 0t = d
(n)
t +
d− 1
2
(X 0t )
−1 dt;
where (n) is a Brownian motion in the ltration stopped at n. As d>2, the above
stochastic dierential equation has the pathwise uniqueness property. Therefore, n is
simply the entry time in R+n[1=n; n] for the Bessel process of dimension d, which
implies directly the result.
Remark. The same argument applied to each coordinate also shows that process Z is
conservative, namely its lifetime is a.s. innite.
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Consider now (k)k>0 a dense sequence in C. For n; k 2N, we dene the following
functions un; k and wn from F into [0;+1]:
un; k(!) = sup
s2D\[0; n]
j!(s)− k(s)j; wn(!) = inf
k
un; k(!):
Let g2C1c (E) and  as in Lemma 16.
Lemma 17. The functions g()e−un; k and g()e−wn belong to D(V^) and are quasi-
continuous (with respect to the capacity dened by V^):
Proof. Recall rst that, as V^ is a local Dirichlet form admitting a carre du champ
operator  ^, if f1; : : : ; fr belong to D(V^), then sup16j6r fj and inf 16j6r fj belong to
D(V^) and
 ^
 
sup
16j6r
fj
!
6 sup
16j6r
 ^(fj);  ^

inf
16j6r
fj

6 sup
16j6r
 ^(fj)
(see for example Bouleau and Hirsch, 1991, Chapter I, Exercise 7.2). On the other hand,
if (fn) is a bounded sequence in D(V^) such that, for any n; fn is quasi-continuous
and, for all ! limn!1 fn(!)=f(!) exists, then f2D(V^) and it is quasi-continuous
(this fact also follows from general properties of Dirichlet forms, see for example
Bouleau and Hirsch, 1991, Chapter I, Section 8:2.
Now, if s2D and k 2N, let
vs; k(!) = g(!(0))e−j!(s)−k (s)j;
then vs; k 2D(V^); vs; k is continuous on F and
jvs; k j6g();  ^(vs; k)6(jg0j+ jgj)2():
We can then repetitively apply the previous arguments to obtain the result.
We are now able to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 18. Almost surely; Zt 2C for every t and t ! Zt is continuous from R+
into C equipped with the metric of the uniform convergence on compact sets of R+.
Proof. The law of Zt is P^ for any t. Therefore, for any t; Zt 2C almost surely. We
remark that if !2F , then !2C if and only if wn(!) = 0 for all n. Therefore, for
any n2N and any t 2R+; g((Zt))e−wn(Zt) = g((Zt)) almost surely. But, as g()e−wn
is quasi-continuous, the function t ! g((Zt))e−wn(Zt) is almost surely continuous on
R+. Consequently, almost surely, g((Zt))e−wn(Zt) = g((Zt)) for all n2N and t>0.
Applying this result with a function g which is equal to 1 on [1=p; p], we obtain that,
almost surely, wn(Zt) = 0 for any n2N, any p2N and any t 2 [0; p] (where p is
dened in Lemma 16). Finally, by Lemma 16, almost surely Zt 2C for all t.
By the same argument, we obtain that almost surely t ! un; k(Zt) is continuous on
R+. Denote by k kn the uniform norm on [0; n]. We have
k Zt − Zs kn 6un; k(Zt) + un; k(Zs)
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and therefore, almost surely, for any t,
lim sup
s!t
k Zt − Zs kn 62wn(Zt) = 0:
Hence the proof is complete.
Finally, let us summarize what was obtained:
Theorem 19. There exists a continuous Pm-symmetric Markov process Z associated
with the Dirichlet form V.
We set henceforth Xs; t=Ys(Zt); F2 (resp. F1) the natural ltration of (X; t)t>0 =Z
(resp. (Xs; )s>0). We remark that the process (Xs; )s>0 also is a continuous process
in C.
2.5. Properties of process X
In this subsection, we want to show that process X satises the properties of
Denitions 1 and 2. Properties 1 and 2 of Denition 1 and Property 1 of Deni-
tion 2 obviously hold. It is clear, by construction, that (C2) also is satised. By the
proof of Lemma 16 (applied to each coordinate), for any s; Xs;  is a Bessel process
with respect to the ltration F2 and therefore (M2) holds too. On the other hand,
for any t>0, the law of Zt is Pm and therefore X; t is a Bessel process with respect
to its natural ltration. But, to prove (M1), we have to prove that X; t is a Bessel
process with respect to the ltration F1. In fact, properties (M1) and (C1) can be
proved, following exactly (Song, 1994) and using in particular, in the proof of (C1),
the c-semi-group property (Proposition 4). We shall not here reproduce the proofs.
Consequently, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 20. Process X is an E-valued m-symmetric 2-parameter Markov process
which is complete and whose transition semi-groups are both equal to the Bessel
semi-group P.
In fact, in the proof of properties (M1) and (C1) other important properties of
the process X are obtained, namely the property (F4) of Cairoli and Walsh (1975)
(which says that F1s and F
2
t are conditionally independent given F
1
s \F2t ) and the
local Markov property (which says that, if 06a<b<1 and if f is a bounded
function which is measurable with respect to [a;b] = (Ys; s2 [a; b]), then P^2t f is
[a;b]-measurable for any t>0). We also refer to Song (1994) for the proofs.
A natural question is now to compare the semi-groups P^1 and P^2, or the associated
Dirichlet forms. In this direction, we have the following result.
Proposition 21. The Dirichlet form associated with P^1 is an extension of the Dirichlet
form V associated with P^2.
Proof. We shall give rather a formal proof. In particular, operators like L;  ; : : : which
will appear have to be understood in an extended sense. Actually, all computations
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might be justied by taking appropriate stopping times and by standard approximation
techniques. We leave all that aside in order to focus on the main part of the proof.
Lemma 22. Let U and V belong to D(V) and let b be a positive real number. We
denote by M the martingale Mt = E[V (Zb) jF2t ] and by J the continuous martingale
part of the process U (Z). We then have on [0; b]
dhM; J it =  (P^2b−tV; U )(Zt) dt
(where h ; i denotes the bracket with respect to the ltration F2).
Proof. Suppose U; V 2D0 and 06t < t06b. Let H be an integrable F2t -measurable
function. We have
Mt = (P^
2
b−tV )(Zt) and Jt = U (Zt)−
Z t
0
(LU )(Z) d:
On the one hand,
E[H (Mt0U (Zt0)−MtU (Zt))] = E
"
H
 Z t0
t
M(LU )(Z) d+
Z t0
t
dhM; J i
!#
:
On the other hand, since
d
dt0
P^2t0−t[(P^
2
b−t0V )U ] = P^
2
t0−t[ (P^
2
b−t0V;U ) + (P^
2
b−t0V )LU ];
E[H (Mt0U (Zt0)−MtU (Zt))]
=E
"
H
 Z t0
t
 (P^2b−V; U )(Z) d+
Z t0
t
M(LU )(Z) d
!#
:
We then get
E
"
H
 Z t0
t
dhM; J i −
Z t0
t
 (P^2b−V; U )(Z) d
!#
= 0
which yields the result in the case U; V 2D0. The general case follows by
approximation.
Lemma 23. Consider s; a>0; H an integrable F1s -measurable function and f2D().
We set Mt=[H jF2t ] and denote by J the martingale part (with respect to F2) of the
process (f(Xs+a; t))t>0. There exists an F2-predictable process (H); only depending
on H and s; such that
dhM; J it = (H)ts; s+a(Zt) f0(Xs+a; t) dt:
Proof. Denote by s the -algebra on C generated by fYu; u2 [0; s]g. We rst suppose
that H =
Qk
j=1 Vj(Ztj) with 06t16   6tk < +1 and Vj 2D; Vj is s-measurable
for 16j6k. We have, on [tj; tj+1],
Mt =
 jY
i=1
Vi(Zti)
!
(P^2tj+1−tHj)(Zt)
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with
Hj() = E
2
4 kY
i=j+1
Vi(Zti) jZ0 = 
3
5 :
By the local Markov property, for all j; Hj is s-measurable and
 (P^2tj+1−tHj; f(Ys+a)) =  (P^
2
tj+1−tHj; Ys) s; s+af
0(Ys+a):
We then obtain by Lemma 22, on [tj; tj+1],
dhM; J it =
 jY
i=1
Vi(Zti)
!
 (P^2tj+1−tHj; Ys)(Zt)s; s+a(Zt)f
0(Xs+a; t) dt:
The general case follows by approximation. (Remark that in addition, for any t; (H)t
is F1s -measurable.)
We dene, for s>0; s on C by
s = Ys − Y0 − d− 12
Z s
0
Y−1 d:
Notice that s ! s(Zt) is, for any t, an F1-Brownian motion. Using the previous
lemma, we obtain, if H is an integrable F1s -measurable function and Mt = [H jF2t ],
dhM; s+a(Z)− s(Z)it
=(H)t

s; s+a(Zt)− 1 + d− 12
Z s+a
s
s; (Zt)X−2; t d

dt = 0:
Lemma 24. We have
L(s) =−d− 12
Z s
0
Y−2 d:
Proof. Formally
L(s) =
d− 1
2

Y−1s − Y−10 −
3− d
2
Z s
0
Y−3 d

:
Now, by Ito^’s formula,
Y−1s − Y−10 =−
Z s
0
Y−2 d +
3− d
2
Z s
0
Y−3 d:
Now let 06t16t2< +1 and still suppose that H is F1s -measurable. Denote by
h ; i the bracket with respect to the ltration F1. Let
K = E[H (s+a(Zt1 )− s(Zt1 ))(s+a(Zt2 )− s(Zt2 ))]:
On the one hand,
K = E

H
Z s+a
s
dhX; t1 ; X; t2i

:
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On the other hand, by what precedes,
K = E

H (s+a(Zt1 )− s(Zt1 )) (s+a(Zt1 )− s(Zt1 )
+
Z t2
t1

−d− 1
2
Z s+a
s
X−2; d(Z)

d

= E

H

a+
Z t2
t1

−d− 1
2
Z s+a
s
X−2; dhX; t1 ; X;i

d

:
It follows therefrom that almost surely, for any s; t1; t2>0,
hX; t1 ; X; t2is
= s+
Z t2
t1

−d− 1
2
Z s
0
X−2; dhX; t1 ; X;i

d:
Letting t2 move from t1 to +1 and solving the integral equation, one gets
dhX; t1 ; X; t2is = t1 ; t2 (Xs; ) ds:
This allows one to prove, by standard arguments, that the Dirichlet form associated
with the process (Xs; )s>0 is an extension of the form V.
Finally, we note that the problem of knowing whether both Dirichlet forms coincide
is still open. In other words, we do not know whether both semi-groups P^1 and P^2
are equal.
3. Potential theory related to the two-parameter Bessel process
We are interested, in this section, in the potential theory which can be developed in
correspondence with the 2-parameter Bessel process constructed in the previous section.
In order to use general results from Hirsch and Song (1995a,b), we have to verify that
the analytic assumptions of these papers (namely, assumptions (Hj), 16j65) are
satised in the framework that we consider here.
As previously, E (resp. m) denotes the space R+ (resp. the measure 2xd−1 dx on R+).
The basic structure is the Hilbert space H=U (L2(m)) where U is the operator (I−A)−1
(we recall that A denotes the innitesimal generator of the Bessel semi-group). In other
words, H =D(A) and H is assumed to be equipped with the Hilbert norm introduced
before Proposition 7: k f kH = k f − Af kL2(m). Hypotheses (H1) (E is a metric
space and m is a Borel measure on E) and (H2) (U is sub-Markovian, one-to-one, and
satises the inequality
R
Uf dm6
R
f dm for all non-negative functions f in L2(m))
are obviously fullled.
Related to the space H , a functional capacity  is dened by
(g) = inffk h kH ; h2H and h>g m-a:e:g
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if g is a non-negative lower semicontinuous function on E, and
(f) = inff(g); g l:s:c: and g>jfj everywhereg
for an arbitrary function f.
The capacity c on E is then dened for any subset  of E by c()=(1)2 [0;+1].
The notions of polar set, quasi-everywhere, quasi-continuous function are then dened
with respect to this capacity. We state below hypotheses (H3) and (H4):
(H3) For any h2H , there is a quasi-continuous function, denoted by ~h, such that
h= ~h m-a.e.
(H4) There is an increasing sequence of open sets (On) and an increasing sequence
of compact sets (Kp) such that
(a)
S
n On = E and c(On <1) for any n>1,
(b) limp c(OnnKp) = 0 for any n>1,
(c) limn ( ~h1EnOn) = 0 for any h2H .
By Proposition 7, the space S=ff2C2c (E); f0(0)=0g is dense in H . In particular,
H \ C(E) is dense in H , which implies after (Hirsch and Song, 1995a, Remark,
p. 52) property (H3). The density of S in H also implies (H4) by taking On = [0; n[
and Kp = [0; p] (cf. Hirsch and Song, 1995a, Remark, p. 55).
Following Hirsch and Song (1995a), we then dene the space L1() in the following
way. We set
F1() = ff :E ! R; (f)<1g;
L1() = fh2F1(); 9(n)Cb(E) \ F1(); (h− n)! 0g:
The space L1() is then dened as the quotient space of L1() by the relation of
quasi-everywhere equality, equipped with the norm induced by . Hypothesis (H5) is
the following one:
(H5) The space H is dense in L1().
By the Feller property of (Pt),
8f2Cb(E); 8x2E; lim
t!0
Ptf(x) = f(x)
which entails (H5) by Hirsch and Song (1995a, Lemma 1 in Section 7).
Consequently, all our results in Hirsch and Song (1995a,b) on the probabilistic and
analytic potential theories related to process X are valid.
Proposition 25. 1: For any x> 0; c(fxg)> 0.
2: We have c(f0g) = 0 if and only if d>4.
Proof. The rst point is clear because the capacity c is bigger than that associated
with the one-parameter Bessel process, for which it is well-known that no point x> 0
is m-polar. Nevertheless, we give below a complete analytic proof.
By Proposition 8, each element of H has a representative belonging to C1(]0;+1[)
with absolute continuous rst derivative. Let f2H . We have
xd−1Af(x) =
1
2
d
dx
(xd−1 f0(x)) on ]0;+1[
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and therefore
8x; y> 0; xd−1f0(x)− yd−1 f0(y) =
Z x
y
Af(t)m(dt):
As a consequence, limy!0 yd−1f0(y) exists and, since f0 2L2(m), this limit is 0.
Consequently,
8x> 0; f0(x) = x1−d
Z x
0
Af(t)m(dt) and jf0(x)j6
q
2
dx
1−d=2 k Af k
(where k k denotes the norm in L2(m)). Fix b> 0. In what follows, C denotes various
positive constants (depending on d and b). For any a2 [b; b + 1]; jf(b)j6jf(a)j +
C k Af k. By multiplication by ad−1 and integrating over [b; b + 1], we get jf(b)j
6C (kfk + kAfk), or jf(b)j6C kfkH for any f2H . This implies that c(fbg)>
C−1> 0.
On the other hand, the previous bound for f0(x) shows that, if 26d< 4;
limx!0 f(x) = f(0) exists for any f2H and jf(0)j6jf(b)j + C k Af k. By what
precedes, we then have, if 26d< 4, for any f2H , jf(0)j6C k f kH , and therefore
c(f0g)>C−1> 0.
Finally, assume d>4. Then, by Proposition 7, C2c (]0;+1[) is dense in H . Let
h2C2c (E) such that h= 1 on [0; 1]. Then h2H and there exists (n) in C2c (]0;+1[)
which converges towards h in H . Let, for any n, n > 0 such that n = 0 on [0; n].
We have, for any n, h− n = 1 on [0; n[ and therefore
c(f0g)6c([0; n[)6 k h− n kH :
This entails c(f0g) = 0.
Using then the correspondence between capacity and hitting probability (cf. Hirsch
and Song, 1995a), we obtain in particular:
Proposition 26. P[9(s; t)2R+  R+; Xs; t = 0] = 0 if and only if d>4.
On the other hand, we remark that, since f0g is polar for the one-parameter Bessel
process of dimension d>2, for any t>0; P[9s2R+; Xs; t = 0] = 0.
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